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ABSTRACT
This project tracks a year-long journey to uncover and replace ableist leadership practices
learned over my 15-year career in environmental non-profits. Using the Celtic Wheel of
the Year as a guide, I explore ritual, creativity, and rest as methods for transforming my
relationship with my own body and identifying tools to build more humane non-profit
cultures.
What emerges is a peacemaking process with my ancestors and the beginnings of new
practices that support our human bodies as we navigate the beauty and heartbreak of
change work.
This is a beginning.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
I grew up as an activist in the Youth Climate Movement of the early 2000s, a
coalition of youth-led teams from mainstream environmental organizations and
environmental justice groups working on campuses to reduce carbon emissions. Those
early years were the first spaces where I found a home for my anger and fear around
misused power and systems of oppression. It was a space where I felt seen and held in
community as we fought for a more just world.
I also learned to work until my body gave out because I believed my peers
expected it and the moment demanded it. As young activists responsible for both the
groundwork of community organizing and the day-to-day management of organizations,
we all worked 12-plus hour days with work as our social life. Our leadership culture was
heavily shaped by the urgency of newly emerging climate science and what we saw from
our elders in the nonprofit world. Our elders mostly popped in with strategy critiques or
stake-raising praise (jobs with benefits, relationships with funders, or a seat at the table
with decision-makers). They were rarely present to provide support, coach us to pace
ourselves for the long haul, or model what it looks like to ensure justice was central to
our work. Opportunities were reserved for visible, high-volume producers. This dynamic
meant if you couldn't grind, you did not get a seat at the table for your people, and it fed a
culture where rest was a risk.
I watched our leaders, who were often only a few years older than me, "power
through" cancer, major surgeries, and grief. We set a pace for each other that was
unmanageable and unsustainable. Within this culture, I learned to see my body as an
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adversary. Its needs (my needs) were roadblocks to productivity, and slowing down
meant risking economic security and access to care.
My peers and I have all long aged out of the youth organizing world. Many of us
are shifting towards mid-career and senior leadership positions. We have the opportunity
to create new ways of holding the urgency of the work, ensuring we pace ourselves
humanely and justly. As we do, I repeatedly hear, especially from those of us who are
neurodivergent, disabled, and chronically ill, that leadership does not feel appealing or
accessible. For so many of us, leading at a young age without appropriate support set us
up for this work to make us sicker. As I navigate my own chronic pain and illness, I feel a
deep calling to build new practices for myself and ensure that my leadership practice
doesn't continue to reinforce organizing models that burn out brilliance and cut
marginalized peoples out.
The core questions I explored in my capstone were: What does it look like to
have a leadership practice where I am in a just relationship with my body? How can this
process support other sick, neurodivergent, and disabled folks in my community as we
work to transform culture and build a more livable world? How can this process support
folks in my community who are currently able-bodied shift away from performative grind
culture so we can all thrive together?
Many lineages have informed this proposal and process. The works of Mia
Mingus (Mingus, 2018), Leah Lakshmi Piepzna-Samarasinha (Piepzna-Samarasinha,
2019), Patty Berne (Berne, 2015) of Sins Invalid shape the ways I am thinking about
community and the possibilities of creating cultures that support and include all bodies.
Celtic Spiritual Practitioners such as John O'Donohue (O’Donohue, 2008) and Frank
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MacEowen (MacEwoen, 2004) shape my approach to stillness and ritual as methodology.
Researchers and practitioners exploring the body and trauma, including Resmaa
Menakem (Menakem, 2017), Staci K. Haines (Haines, 2019), and Bessel Van Der Kolke
(van der Kolke, 2015), influence my understanding of the ways systems of oppression
and cultures of dominance act on the body. Their work also shapes my understanding of
trauma as a politicized experience. Each of these lineages shapes how I think about
reimagining my leadership practice in the service of dismantling white supremacy culture
and creating conditions for all life to thrive.
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CHAPTER 2: METHODS
2.1 Methods and Rationale
I chose methods for this project that would best help me interrupt patterns around
dominating my body and seeing the body's primary function as product delivery. Each
method is a practice that I have observed myself consistently resist. I have found that
resistance is one of my best teachers, often pointing to hegemonic beliefs that need
unlearning. My hope in designing my project this way was to create dissonance to see
those beliefs more clearly, root them out at the core, and replace them with practices that
better serve the people I lead with.
The Celtic Wheel of the Year, a visual representation of the four Gaelic fire
festivals and the solstices (Alexander, 2016), shapes this project’s timeline. It provides a
helpful guide to keep me rooted in the wisdom of nature - paying attention to the
interconnectedness and interdependence of all life. I divided the wheel into three distinct
phases. Phase I was an internal assessment period to clarify what the patterns and
practices I have been operationalizing are that cause harm. Phase II began a turn outward
to build community and better connect individual patterning to systems. Phase III was
focused on harvesting learning and finalizing the capstone process. I treated each sabbat
as a six-week sub-phase and built-in sabbat-specific practices.
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Figure 1: Celtic Wheel of the year, hand-drawn by the author

2.2 Example Sabbat Phase

Phase I: Internal Assessment
Samhain - October 31st –December 21, 2020
Samhain is the third and final harvest festival of the year. It is a day when the veil
between the dead and the living is thinnest – a time to listen to and honor ancestors. It
begins a cycle of grieving that lasts through the festivities of Yule.
Methods specific to this sabbat:
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● Ritual- small socially distanced Samhain fire on October 31st, honor the last
harvest, and hold space for each other in mourning.
● Creativity - Journal on deferred grief (climate change, my relationship with my
body, and the state of organizational change). Play with paint and poems. Write
letters to my dead, make food/eat what my ancestors loved.
● Rest and dream - take November off from work - notice what rest feels like in my
body - Where am I resisting rest? What’s going on with that? What feels different
at the end of the month? Share learnings with my teams. Explore what resonates
and what shifts going forward.
More details on the methodology I used for each turn on the wheel are included in
Appendix B.
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CHAPTER 3: RESULTS
3.1 Outcomes
Through this process, so much has opened and changed. I have been fighting
nature for as long as I can remember, trying to be more than my human-animal self. Nonprofit leadership has felt inaccessible primarily because of this separation from human
needs that has appeared necessary for success in institutions. While I knew before this
project that none of us can operate outside the bounds of our human bodies, I have been
unwilling to permit myself to be human.
I spent the phase of Samhain sitting with my grief around this separation and
grieving that I have allowed myself to be complicit in this cycle of dehumanization - that
I have ignored and avoided the wisdom of my body/nature to strive for success in a racist,
ableist culture. It was a period of sitting with my anger towards my ancestors for this
severing heavily shaped by their efforts to become white. My people are primarily
Scottish and Italian, two ethnicities with intense legacies of assimilating in order to
access power.
It has also been a period of noticing how I am perpetuating harm by keeping these
patterns of assimilation alive. One of the ways I saw this showing up most strongly was
in my need to problem solve and prove I can accomplish impossible tasks. I have been
inserting myself into problems that I do not have the power or authority to solve or saying
yes to taking on projects that I know will cause me harm but allow me to feel capable and
useful. This has resulted in pulling the people I lead into problem solving to create work
arounds that are band-aids on structural issues. In trying to be needed, I have empowered
cultures of “fixing,” cleaning-up messes or putting band-aids on issues before they
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become large enough to get noticed by the senior leaders actually responsible for the
harm, inefficiency, or bad decisions made that have created the problem in the first place.
This is exhausting, demoralizing, and allows existing power structures to be sheltered
from accountability. It also pushed harm down the power hierarchy.
Through writing, fire rituals, sitting with my ancestors, and rest, I found that to
make peace with my body, I had to work towards forgiveness and repair. I could no
longer treat my body as a thing to endlessly extract from. I had to work towards no longer
being willing to extract from others' bodies either. What emerged was deep gratitude for
my body and an unwillingness to stay complicit in practices that result in the
dehumanization of myself or others.

3.2 Emerging Practices
Below are three practices that emerged over the course of this project for
designing for humane team cultures.
1.

I began noticing that I resent others' boundaries. I have been jealous of the

courage of others to say “no” while also being terrified my own "no" won't be respected.
I shifted towards celebrating when others' boundaries show up and creating team space to
discuss what support is needed to hold boundaries or renegotiate them if they change.
2.

Discussing my own accessibility needs upfront on the teams I had a leadership

role in created opportunities for others to share their accessibility needs and negotiate
teams' structures. With a more realistic sense of conditions, we could more clearly adjust
priorities and timelines. For many of us, it was hard to know what accessibility needs
were given the limited support we have received in identifying them.
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3.

Regular team meetings and conversations about problem solving to get clear on

some of the below questions in order to decide what needs letting go:
a. Who is responsible for this problem? Do I have the authority to solve it/do
enough people want it solved for this to be possible?
b. Do I have the authority or power to solve this problem at the appropriate
level? i.e. if I solve this problem now, will I be cleaning something up
before it escalates enough to be solved as a structural problem rather than
an individual one?
c. Am I/are we trying to prove something, be needed, or manage the situation
so I/we feel in control?
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CHAPTER 4: EVALUATION
For this initial assessment, I reviewed photos, artwork, journal entries, and
feedback tracking documents from capstone jams and one-on-one conversations. I have
also assessed my progress on the values commitments I made in my project proposal
(Humility, Truth-telling, Mutual Liberation, and Gratitude), lessons from the Wheel of
the Year as a method, and lessons from the specific practices I incorporated into each turn
of the wheel (spaciousness, creativity, body-based practices, ritual, and community
building).
This project has been critical for deepening my understanding of
interconnectedness and mutual liberation beyond theory. I can see more clearly the ways
I have been complicit in my own dehumanization (internalizing beliefs about my worth
being tethered to my ability to produce and making choices that harm my body to do so,
fragility myths that have led to my under commitment to tending to and developing the
skills to live in the reality of the pain of world-transforming, fearing appearing crazy for
centering creativity and magic in my work, etc.) has made it more possible for me to
expect and participate in the dehumanization of others. This is an area I have received
positive feedback from colleagues and mirrors on - that publicly working towards
internalizing liberatory practices has helped to create more joyful, supportive organizing
spaces.
I have had very rigid ideas in my mind of how community building should look.
Going into this project, I had imagined organizing small community circles where people
from different parts of my network could talk about navigating the social change sector as
neurodivergent and disabled humans. This version of my plan had clear, measurable
16

outcomes. As I spent the fall mourning the ways I have overworked, ignored my body,
and been hyper-responsible for the support needs of others, I realized that I was not in a
place to do this. I was too burnt-out and scattered to play any role in convening people,
and I heard a loud call inward. I felt like a failure for shifting away from my original
vision. It was not until I started writing this report that I realized a different form of
community building took place. It did not look like what I thought it would but felt
supportive to those I worked with while deepening interconnectedness in my network. In
the end, listening to my body resulted in something I could not have imagined at the
beginning of this process.
One-on-one conversations and feedback sessions revealed a deep interest in the
wheel and ritual as tools for managing in this time of upheaval. I am grateful to talk about
ritual and magic and how they can support movement work, and it feels risky. As I am
working to understand the history and social contexts of the Wheel of the Year and
develop consistent practices around listening to my ancestors, I worry about sharing what
is not mine to share or not ready to be shared. Being careful feels especially critical in a
time when spiritual practices are being heavily co-opted and commercialized.
There has also been deep resonance around needing new ways to navigate time
and our human bodies. I want to provide tools for that. It feels important to name that the
Wheel of the Year can offer helpful tools to be in process and conversation together
around building more humane leadership practices and team cultures. I do not think it can
provide blanket solutions for the complexity of this moment.
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CHAPTER 5: KEY LESSONS AND NEXT STEPS
5.1 Key Lessons
This last year has felt like the beginning of a process that will take significantly
more time. In this iteration, I have stayed focused on my experience and already
established relationships within the environmental non-profit community. It was
important to me in this period to be careful, manage my energy appropriately, and make
commitments that could be met given my evolving pain and fatigue. It has felt important
to not generalize outside of the worlds I know without being in accountable relationship
with people outside of these existing relationships. That said, throughout the summer, as I
have begun talking with people outside of my initial sphere, it has become clear that there
is deep resonance around themes of dehumanizing organizational cultures and the ways
so many of us feel trapped in patterns that cause harm. In many ways, this project has
been an extended Phase I: Internal Alignment Process.

Table 1: Topline lesson from each project phase
Phase I: Internal
Alignment

Engaging in the white supremacy culture and capitalism
within the non-profit industrial complex has taught me to
hate my tender, human body. This has caused harm to
myself and others while severing my access to wisdom
that is critical to our collective survival. Being in right
relationship with my body means I must identify the ways
I have been complicit in my own dehumanization and
withdraw consent from systems and structures that
demand dehumanization. I will not sacrifice our bodies
for corporate gain, I will be accountable when I do.

Phase II: Emerge

I am not alone in learning to hate these tender bodies for
getting in the way of what once felt like surviving. I am
surrounded by people who have taken these same lessons
from capitalism, white supremacy culture, and the nonprofit industrial complex. So many of us have
internalized not being able to thrive in this system as
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shame, as our own failure. We have built systems,
communications patterns, and processes to manage or
hide this shame. These make no impact on the structures
that are causing harm. These workarounds push harm
down the power hierarchy rather than towards responsible
parties.
Phase III: Harvest

Summer in a place with a short growing season is busy. It
is a time of chaotic scheduling to fit in all of the
productivity and play that is not possible in the winter. It
is a time of deliciousness and of catastrophe - with
extreme weather, sunstroke, and overexerted bodies
rushing to accomplish everything.
In politics and climate advocacy, we are always operating
like it is summer - like we have the food and flowers to
support harvest pacing year-round. This is an
inappropriate and unsustainable relationship to time. It is
not helping to win campaigns or shift structure. It is not
working for us. It is working for our opponents.

See Appendix C for this table that includes individual sabbat lessons.

5.2 Next Steps
I am beginning to explore next steps as they relate to the flow of the Wheel of the
Year. I intend to spend this fall and early winter continuing to process lessons and
building out a plan to share them outside of my initial community. My hope is to design
tools for teams to co-create rehumanizing practices and build relationships across the
social change sector. As I think about next steps, some of the core questions I will be
grappling with are:
● Where is there resonance with this work? Where and how is it not resonating?
● How can managers and leaders of teams (formal and informal) use our power to
better align work with the rhythms and flows of the folks we work with? How can
we model a culture that notices how that looks different for everyone, where it’s
19

the same, and create new ways of being together that work with rather than fight
against time and energy?
● Sharing experiences of shame feels critical for redirecting responsibility up the
power hierarchy to ensure our work addresses structural inequity. What does this
look like as collective practice?
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APPENDIX A: “MAD” DEFINITION AND RESOURCES
Mad
I choose to use the word “mad” for my own “mental illness” or “neurodivergence”
because it is unsettling and to me is loaded with the history of the politics of mental
illness and psychiatry. We have chosen to be a culture where folks with brain chemistry
and/or identities that make it harder to engage in capitalism, patriarchy, and white
supremacy are deemed crazy, difficult, outside the norm and are therefore less valuable
and at risk of abandonment and institutionalization (either medically or in the prison
system). Mad to me holds the history of hysteria. It holds the ways I have watched
institutions gaslight and create conditions that are torture for black, indigenous, and other
people of color and then call them crazy for being angry or defending themselves. It
holds the ways women are deemed crazy for asking men to be accountable for harm. It
holds “that bitch is crazy.” In the charged nature of the word, it is inherently political and
intersectional.
Lineage: As with any term used in movements it is hard to know the whole history or
truth of the origin of the term. Richard A. Ingram is credited with coining the term “Mad
Studies.” I learned the term from the work of Leah Lakshmi Piepzna-Samarasinha. From
the University of Minnesota, Critical Disability Studies Collective, “The word “mad” is a
reclaimed word borrowed from the Mad Liberation or Psychiatric Survivors movement of
the late 1960s - 1970s.
“Mad” should only be used with permission from the community or person who is
●
being referred to, or regarding the theories noted.”
Resources:
Ingram, R. (2016). Doing Mad Studies: Making (Non)sense Together. Intersectionalities:
A Global Journal Of Social Work Analysis, Research, Polity, And Practice, 5(3), 11–17.
Retrieved from https://journals.library.mun.ca/ojs/index.php/IJ/article/view/1680/1327
Menzies, R., & LeFrançoise, B. A. (Eds.). (2013). Mad matters: A Critical Reader in
Canadian Mad Studies. Brown Bear Press.
Piepzna-Samarasinha, L. L. (2019). Disability Justice/Stonewall’s Legacy, or: Love Mad
Trans Black Women When They Are Alive and Dead, Let Their Revolutions Teach Your
Resistance All the Time. QED: A Journal in GLBTQ Worldmaking, 6(2), 54–62.
https://doi.org/10.14321/qed.6.2.0054
Terminology | Critical Disability Studies Collective. (n.d.). Retrieved September 15,
2021, from https://cdsc.umn.edu/cds/terms.
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APPENDIX B: DETAILED METHODOLOGY AND TIMELINE
General Outline:
1. Sabbat Summary
2. Methods specific to this turn on the wheel
3. Prompts for creation w Deadline
a. Materials for Internal Work
i.
New Moon Ritual-Intention setting for months ahead - what is
growing in this new cycle, what needs releasing?
ii.
Full Moon Ritual- where am I at now both in this turn of the wheel
and broader look
b. Materials for External Work
The core methods for this process are:

Spaciousness - Unstructured time to be in my body and quiet. As a practice, this has
meant resisting the urge towards busyness. Throughout the year I held blocks of time to
be unavailable for work and unscheduled in my social life to create more room for
listening, being present with my non-human neighbors, and building some muscle
memory around stillness.
Ritual - Each turn of the wheel is marked with a sabbat ritual that is rooted in the essence
of that sabbat. I also used ritual as a way to listen in more deeply to my body and to
create containers for processing and holding what emerged over the course of the project.
I added in full moon rituals midway through the capstone when I noticed I was resisting
writing and creating and felt I needed more structure.
Creativity –Art, music, movement, and writing were core both to the ritual practices of
my capstone and to the day-to-day processing of what I have been learning.
Body based practices – This included somatics, acupuncture, physical therapy,
walking/exercise - activities that allow me to be caring for my body and listening beyond
the noise of pain. This included monthly acupuncture, bi-weekly physical therapy, a 12-
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week course on somatic practice and social change, and most often daily walks andor
indoor exercise.
Community Building - Building/deepening relationships with other chronically ill,
disabled, and mad folks in my physical and advocacy community with intentionality
around mutual support and solidarity.
Timeline:
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Phase I: Internal Alignment and Assessment
Sept 21, 2020- February 1, 2021
This time period on the wheel centers on the darkest months of the year - it is a period for rest,
internal assessment, and grieving. In this phase, I will focus on rest, a return to creativity and
ritual - things that allow me to be back in my body. I will also begin one-on-one conversations
with members of my community to test my assumption that others are interested in community
building and assess what that might look like.

Samhain - October 31st –December 21, 2020
Samhain is the third and final harvest festival of the year is the Celtic New Year. It is a
day when the veil between the dead and the living is believed to be the thinnest – a time
to listen to and honor the dead. It begins a cycle of grieving that lasts through the
festivities of Yule.
Methods specific to this sabbat/time period:
●

●
●

Ritual- Samhain fire, October 31st, honor the last harvest, mourn the end of the growing
season, write letters to my dead, make food/eat that my ancestors loved leave some for
the fairies.
Welcome the growing darkness – hold space for tears, art, processing. Spend time with
deferred grief.
Rest and dream

Yule - December 21st, 2020 – February 1st, 2021
Yule is a celebration of survival, of emerging from the darkest days of winter. It is 12 days of joy
and festivities. It marks the Winter Solstice and the return of the sun (increasing daylight hours).
Methods specific to this sabbat/time period:
●

●

Ritual: Practice 12 days of joy – light fires, learn to make a yule log, sit in the snow and
feel the sun, thank the evergreens and lichen for their gift of color, listen for how my
body responds to joy.
Set up the planning process for Imbolc
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Imbolc- February 1st (January 31st evening) - March 19th.
Imbolc marks the official transition from winter to the awakening and emerging of spring. I
practice Imbolc as a time to look for the growing buds on trees and to look inwards at what ideas,
dreams, needs are emerging.
Methods specific to this sabbat/time period:
●
●

Assessment and preparations
Initial outline and plan for broader community building

Prompts for Creation
●

●

Internal:
○ Assessment journaling 500 words
■ Imbolc Journaling: What have I learned so far? What feels alive? What is
working that I want to continue to cultivate as I plan for the growing
season? Where is there grief that needs tending? How is my relationship
with my body? (February 1st)
■ New Moon Journal: Intention setting for the month ahead - what is
growing in this new cycle, what needs releasing? (Feb 11th)
■ Full Moon Journal: Full Moon Ritual- where am I at now both in this
turn of the wheel and broader look
External
○ Initial list for outreach - ID 5-10 people to have conversations with
○ Draft outreach email

Phase II: Emerge. Shift towards community building.
February 2- Mid-June, 2021
This phase is rooted in the re-emergence that comes with spring and putting into practice what
was planned over the quiet of winter. During this time I anticipate building small groups to have
dialogue about experiences navigating change-making while mad, sick, disabled, and/or in pain
across identities and cultures.
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Post-Imbolc - February 2-March 20th
This is a period between Sabbats that is typically spent planning for spring – choosing and
starting seeds for the garden, dreaming of what spring has in store.
Methods specific to this sabbat/time period:
●
●
●

Make decision about what “external” work will look like
Begin one-on-ones
Start seeds

Ostara- March 20th-April 29th
The earth is waking up, sap is running, snow is melting in between storms, spring is here. Ostara
is the celebration of spring, of fertility, new beginnings, life and growth. It is a time to put plans
into practice and begin what was dreamt over winter. This also marks a full ½ turn of the wheel
since the beginning of my journey with these questions.
Methods specific to this sabbat/time period:
●
●
●
●

Community conversations as defined in winter begin.
Reach out with the intention to folks I talked to in winter
Spend time noticing what is emerging, alive, budding, and honor the gift of new
beginnings –poetry, painting, song sung under my breath as I pass the budding trees
Journal/sit with:
○ What is budding? What has not survived the winter to grow for another year?
○ What feels different? What feels stuck or will not change?
○ What needs grieving as we move towards growing?

Beltane - Eve of May 1st- June 24th
Beltane is my favorite. It is celebrated with unbridled joy and revelry. We are alive. We have
officially survived the winter, summer is on her way.
Methods specific to this sabbat/time period:
•

Fire – listen for what the fire has to say. Burn what will not go with me into harvest
season. Be wild. Welcome the wild in others.
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•

Sit on the warming grass and listen, bare feet on the ground. Plant onions and peas and
beans; worship the dirt under my fingernails. Sing songs of love to the growing daylight.

Phase III: Harvest
Mid-June– September 21st, 2021
This final phase will be used for synthesizing what has been learned, getting clear on what
closing out the project looks like, what will continue beyond the confines of this program, and
sharing deep gratitude with those who have been a part of the journey.

Litha - June 24th- August 1st.
Litha marks the summer solstice. It is both a joyful day, celebrated in community and the end of
growing daylight hours. It is believed the veil between worlds is thin and a time when the fae
move fluidly from our world to theirs. So, it is both the dreaminess of summer and a time for
caution and care.
Methods specific to this sabbat/time period:
●
●
●
●
●

Celebrate the end of the light – hopefully with others (pandemic dependent)
Watch the sun rise
Fire, joy, dancing, radishes, gifts for the fae.
Sit with an oak and listen for the darkness and the whispers of other worlds, know that I
am being watched and listened to as well. Take care.
Prepare for the end – work with community to identify what their version of the end is
and figure out where that sits with my programmatic end.

Lughnasadh - August 1st- Sept 21st, 2021
Also known as Lammas, this is the first harvest festival on the wheel – which was historically the
grain harvest. It is celebrated by honoring grain, making and sharing bread, and creating. For this
project, this is the period of finalizing the project and creating what will be shared with MLS and
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with contributors/co-researchers. It is also a time for bounty sharing and giving gifts of gratitude
to those who have been a part of this process.
Methods specific to this sabbat/time period:
●
●

Make and send thank you gifts
Wrap and prepare for what is next.
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APPENDIX C: RESULTS

Phase I: Internal Alignment
Topline lesson: Engaging in the white supremacy culture and capitalism within the
non-profit industrial complex has taught me to hate my tender, human body. This has
caused harm to myself and others while severing my access to wisdom that is critical to
survival. Being in right relationship with my body means I must identify the ways I
have been complicit in my own dehumanization and withdraw consent from systems
and structures that demand dehumanization. I will not sacrifice our bodies for corporate
gain. I will be accountable when I do.
Mabon
Sabbat I hear whispers from my
Lesson ancestors as I make plans
for this capstone requests to practice being
and listening. It feels
possible to create a
structure that welcomes
change.

Samhain

Imbolc

I am grieving the ways I
have lost time with my
body and cut off the
wisdom of this body, the
earth, and all beings.

I have learned to see
pain, martyrdom, and
suffering as the only
virtuous and valuable
paths.

This pattern is rooted in
generations of violence
and assimilation survival behavior that is
no longer useful or
appropriate.

Joy, merrymaking,
and silliness are
buried in my blood.
They are magic. They
are ancestral survival
strategies that are
necessary. They feel
like love in my body.

I am angry and sad, and
grateful.

Phase II: Emerging

Topline Lesson: I am not alone in learning to hate these tender bodies to do what felt
like surviving. I am surrounded by people who have taken these same lessons from
white supremacy culture and the non-profit industrial complex. So many of us have
internalized not being able to thrive in this system as shame, as our own failure. We
have built systems, communications patterns, and processes to manage or hide this
shame. These make no impact on the structures that are causing harm. These
workarounds push harm down the power hierarchy rather than towards responsible
parties.
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Imbolc

Ostara

Sabbat I need to rebuild trust
Making way for what is
Lesson with my body after years new requires grieving
of ignoring requests for
what must die in the
rest and asking this body process.
to hold all of the anguish
I chose to suppress to
Leaving a place I have
keep up my productivity. worked for 10 years well
means honoring the rage
I am no longer willing to and gratitude in that grief.
fix problems or solve the
mistakes of leaders with Leaving well looks like:
inappropriate
Being explicit
relationships to their
about why I am leaving power and the systems
clear that this is a
they represent and
withdrawal of consent
uphold. I am no longer
and an acknowledgment
willing to model
of the ways I have
leadership that demands enabled dysfunction.
impossible, emotionally Building/deepenin
expensive internal
g relationships amongst
organizing.
the folks I have trustfilled relationships with.
My body is not
Deepening
responsible for the failed interconnections
leadership of others.
Naming shame
and shifting towards
accountability

Beltane
This body is glorious.
This body allows me
to sense the wonder
of spring - lilacs and
apple blossoms, each
returning songbird,
flowers fully formed
under snow.
I am learning to feel
into my animal body
and celebrate the
wildness there. I am
learning to honor the
wildness in all of us.
I am noticing the
parts of myself I have
suppressed to stay
valuable as an
employee.
I am processing rage
with a shovel in the
soil.

Phase III: Harvest
Topline Lesson: Summer in a place with a short growing season is busy. It is a time of
chaotic scheduling to fit in all of the productivity and play that is not possible in the
winter. It is a time of deliciousness and of catastrophe - with extreme weather,
sunstroke, and overexerted bodies rushing to accomplish everything.
In politics and climate advocacy, we are always operating like it is summer - like we
have the food and flowers to support harvest pacing year-round. This is an
inappropriate and unsustainable relationship to time.
Litha
Sabbat My body is tired and I
Lesson don’t want to perform
anymore.

Lammas
There will always be something that makes
perfect impossible. I am learning to believe fully
that perfect is impossible and not a useful
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concept.
I am struggling to engage
in all of the ways
busyness is a part of this
season. It is hard to
manifest winter energy
in summer. It is hard to
think and reflect in the
busyness of planting and
harvesting.
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APPENDIX D: ASSESSMENT NOTES
Some of these are still in the works and will get more notes over the next few months.
VALUE COMMITMENTS

Humility - I am committed to approaching this work as a learner. This is a prompt to
really listen for the wisdom of those I am building relationships with and to offer what I
am learning from a place of humbleness.
Assessment: This remains a growing edge. I approached this process as a learner, open to
what the non-human beings around me were willing to offer practicing the Relational
Protocols TwoTrees offered in our first in person intensive. I struggled with this with the
human beings around me- slipping into old patterns around teaching without listening or
asking for feedback especially while talking about the Wheel of the Year. I know I
missed out on feedback because of this pattern. I have also noticed the ways I use
humbleness as a hiding place that makes it harder for me to fully receive positive
feedback which has strongly impacted my ability to fully track feedback on this project.

Truth telling - I am committed to being in practices that keep me listening for and
speaking to what is true for me. I am committed to evolving what I understand to be true.
Assessment: Staying committed to this has been powerful and humbling. I am noticing
the places where my sovereign logic and conditioning bumps up against this intention. I
am practicing sitting with both evolving what I believe to be true and knowing that I can
honor that something is true to someone else without making it my own truth. This
commitment also shaped my decision to leave my job after a decade. Leaning into the
truth of my physical body's wisdom helped me to see the ways I have internalized
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ableism and blamed myself for struggling to be physically and emotionally healthy in an
anti entropic, chaotic, and disorienting organization.

Mutual Liberation - I am committed to mutual liberation - to seeing clearly the power
and privilege I have and how that impacts what (and whom) I see, hear, and know. I am
committed to consciously acting in solidarity, mutuality and support (Southwest Network
for Environmental Justice, 1996).
Assessment: This project has been critical for deepening my understanding of
interconnectedness and mutual liberation beyond theory. I can see more clearly the ways
I have been complicit in my own dehumanization (internalizing beliefs about my worth
being tethered to my ability to produce, the ways I have internalized beliefs about
fragility and thus under committed to tending to and developing the skills to handle the
painful realities of this world, fearing appearing crazy for centering creativity and magic
in my work, etc.) has made it more possible for me to expect and participate in the
dehumanization of others and the way this dynamic is constantly playing out in the
institutions I have engaged in. This is an area I have received positive feedback from
colleagues and mirrors on - that working towards internalizing liberatory practices has
helped to create more joyful, supportive organizing spaces.

Gratitude - I am committed to being grateful for those in my life who are willing to
share their truths with me, for my body and all of the lessons being offered right now, and
for all of the beings around me. I am committed to expanding what I am willing to be
grateful for.
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Assessment: This has been a new commitment for me and has been transformational particularly in my relationships to scarcity and hope. I have watched gratitude emerge
from under layers of grief - in saying goodbye to beloveds and leaving my job. Deep
gratitude has emerged for the ways my body allows me to experience pleasure and sense
beauty and wonder. This gratitude has shifted my relationship with my body to something
beyond just a thing to manage or a place of pain. It has provided new tools for managing
my sensitivity.

WHEEL OF THE YEAR ASSESSMENT
This tool has been invaluable for my own personal process. It has provided a deeper
tether to nature and the ways my body is in sync and out of sync with natural rhythms. It
has provided structure to deepen my relationship to ritual and find the edges of my
comfort with creating rituals for and with others.
A couple of noticings:
●

The Wheel is a powerful tool for survival. Each of the sabbats comes at times

when we need support to survive and thrive. It provides tools for community joy and
merrymaking in the middle of the darkest parts of winter when death and despair hang
heavy and for sharing in the labor of harvest when exhaustion and unpredictable weather
threaten to rot the food that will sustain us through winter. This has served as a helpful
reminder that survival has always been uncertain. Survival has never been certain for our
animal selves. This has been incredibly helpful in interrupting the panic and aloneness I
have felt leading in these uncertain times and a call out of isolation and into community.
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●

Grief. There are things that feel too heavy and scary to grieve alone. Having ritual

around grief, a time in the year when it if more possible to come together and share in
grief practices makes it feel more possible to hold the complexity of grieving.
●

Time. My ancestors woke me up at 3am to make sure I wrote something about

time here. I have been bumping up against the edges of the usefulness of time. Seeing the
ways time stopped being in relationship with the moon, the sun, the harvests, a way to
know when to gather to support each other in our mutual survival. A tool to call us into
ritual and sacredness, into grief, play, dreaming, and preserving. Seeing where time
stopped being a choice and became a master, a tool of domination and urgency, scarcity
and competition. I am curious what it would look like for us to shift towards
conversations about what we need time for at this moment. How do we want to use this
tool? What does it look like to not be ruled by capitalistic models of time? There is
pleasure in slowness. There is wisdom in change - in the steady shifts towards death,
towards slumber, towards rebirth and harvest. Slow down, conserve resources. We don’t
have the food to hustle in winter.
●

Staying in alignment with and tracking my experience throughout cycles of the

wheel was easier in the fall and winter months. I think this is a combination of the natural
slowing down of the time in the fall and winter which quiets my body enough to sit in
reflection and the chaotic busy energy of summer which sends me spinning. This seems
right and is a dynamic I need to explore more - how much can I shape my life around the
natural rhythms of the year so I am not fighting my body/flow? How do I navigate
dissonance without causing myself harm? i.e., what do I do when my energy/the energy
of the season is so different from what needs doing at the moment? This is showing up
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heavily as I work on writing this report, my energy is frenetic harvest, multitask while
preserving energy and stilling my mind enough to reflect is taking all of the skills I have
learned over the course of this program - centering practices, ritual to open space and
clear way for my ancestors to help guide what needs sharing, and herbs for grounding. I
still want to be running outside. This is probably also a fear response and some avoidance
around grieving the end of this program.
●

When I talk about my project, the thing people seem the most interested in is the

wheel and rituals. This showed up in my 1:1 conversations and in feedback sessions. I am
grateful to be able to talk about ritual and magic and how they can support movement
work. However, this makes me very nervous. As I am working to understand the history
and social contexts of the wheel of the year and develop deeper practices around listening
to my ancestors and discernment, I worry about sharing what is not mine to share or not
ready to be shared. This feels especially critical in a time when spiritual practices are so
heavily co-opted and commercialized.
●

It feels important to name that the Wheel of the Year provides some helpful tools

to be in process and conversation together around building new team and leadership
cultures that are more humane. I do not think it is possible for it to provide blanket
solutions for the complexity of this moment.

METHODS/PRACTICE ASSESSMENT
Spaciousness - This practice was a powerful teacher. So much emerged here. In order to
make space for stillness, creativity, ritual, and community building, I had to clear out my
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calendar, remove myself from projects, and reset expectations and boundaries. This
brought up fears around not being essential or needed. It included exploring learning
edges around control - getting clear on what I was trying to control and what was not
possible to control (most things). It also meant noticing the ways I had filled my days
with fixing - problem solving, internal organizing, etc that was oriented around solving
problems that I did not have the authority or power to solve in order to prevent blow-ups
or chaos.
Letting go of projects and removing myself from decision making processes was
terrifying and provided an opportunity for collective conversations on my teams that
resulted in some helpful practices:
1.

Creating a regular calendar triage process and accountability partner. Twice a

month I had a check in with a colleague to clean up our calendars, decline meetings we
didn’t need to be a part of, identify opportunities for comp time or vacation, and support
each other in saying no.
2.

Regular team meetings and conversations about problem solving to get clear on

some of the below questions in order to decide what needs letting go:
a.

Who is responsible for this problem? Do I have the authority to solve it/do enough

people want it solved for this to be possible?
b.

Do I have the authority or power to solve this problem at the appropriate level?

i.e. if I solve this problem now, will I be cleaning something up before it escalates
enough to be solved as a structural problem rather than an individual one?
c.

Am I/are we trying to prove something, be needed, or manage the situation so

I/we feel in control?
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3.

Setting clear boundaries around availability and unavailability allowed for more

conversations about team structure, decision making processes, and resilience practices
i.e. What decisions are we making/do we have the authority to make? Who needs to be at
the table to make those decisions? If someone who is critical to a decision making
process cannot make it, can we slow down until they are available or support finding
someone to take other work off of their plate? If not, can we create alternative models of
decision making - designing smaller ad-hoc teams which allow for more scheduling
flexibility that can make recommendations or some other shape that creates more ease? If
there are not enough people to share in the work, we need to have conversations about
what is possible and make hard choices to get clear on priorities, let things go, and grieve
that letting go.

4.

Establishing a practice in our department of celebrating boundary setting and rest.

Thanking people for saying no or otherwise modeling boundaries and begin to shift from
a culture of fixing.
5.

Taking time. A big lesson for me around spaciousness and time, is that taking

time can invite pleasure back in and can make ambitious tasks more possible, especially
when fatigue is a factor. This showed up in some of the creative projects I had set out for
myself - for Yule, I decided I would make a Yule log (or Bûche de Noël, a traditional
cake in this season that evolved from a pagan tradition involving an actual log) which is
something I have always wanted to make and that I have always found intimidating. I
was doing this as a fun task. I found after my first cake was a catastrophe and my second
cake followed suit, that I was not having fun and fatigue was setting in. Normally I would
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have forced myself to power through, but remembering that this was a part of building
tools for joyful practice, I stopped, for two days. Instead of restarting with the cakes that
I had battled with in round one, I shifted towards a different part of the project - vegan
mushroom meringues.
I also took the month of November off and gave myself permission to take medical leave,
shifting to part-time. This allowed for time to play, rest, and tend to doctors appointments
and treatment.
Body-based practices - I built body based practices in with the intention of developing
more tools to listen to my body and support a shift in my relationship from one of pain
management and frustration towards trust, reverence, and pleasure. This was strongly
influenced by Audre Lorde’s "The Uses of the Erotic: The Erotic as Power" and modules
led by Omi Jones and Sharon Bridgeforth.
Acupuncture - tending to energy
Somatic practices - feeling in my body for
Walks and physical exercise - feeling my heels touch the ground, rooted, shoulders
swinging, awake to sun, shadow, silence and sound.
This project started during the phase of Samhain. This is a time focused on grief and
release. It falls at the end of the busyness of the growing season when there is little time
to pause or process loss. For me, this was a period of sitting with the grief I was feeling
around the ways I have been complicit in my own dehumanization - tethering my worth
to my ability to fight my human body to produce for my employers or people with power.
It was a period of sitting with the anger I had towards my ancestors for this patterning
which is heavily shaped by their efforts to assimilate and become white (culturally my
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people are mostly Scottish and Italian, two ethnicities with intense legacies of aligning
with whiteness to become white and access power). Through writing, fire rituals, sitting
with my ancestors, and rest, I found that in order to make peace with my body I had to
work towards forgiveness and repair - that I could no longer treat my body as a thing to
endlessly extract from and that I had to work towards no longer being willing to extract
from others bodies either.

Ritual Creativity - This has been one of the greatest gifts of this process. I started by
intentionally building assigned creative projects into my plans for each turn on the wheel
as an accountability measure. Art has felt dangerous to me, a portal to madness that I
have seen play out in my family in ways that I was terrified of giving into. A part of my
peacemaking with my own neurodivergence/madness was giving myself permission to let
go of the ways I police my mind. What emerged from that release was so much love and
gratitude and deeper incorporation of art and creativity into my life beyond assigned
projects. My garden became a pallet, new garden beds as sculptures, plants as paint. I
found a love for watercolors. I also found that building ritual into painting - channeling
my ancestors, writing poems into the layers of paint - helped me to shift the weight of
grief and despair out of my body and into vessels that could hold them. I realized how
much remembering I have asked my body to do, how much I have asked my body to hold
on to stories I have been afraid no one will believe, willing myself to get sicker so there is
evidence of harm, so I know it wasn’t imagined. Creative expression has allowed me to
shift some of this out of my body and onto canvas. This has also allowed me to have
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conversations with other people who have PTSD related chronic pain to know that I am
not alone in this.
Community Building - I have very rigid ideas in my mind of what community building
should look like. Going into this project, I had imagined organizing small community
circles where people form different parts of my network could talk about navigating the
social change sector as neurodivergent and/or disabled humans. This had clear
measurable outcomes. As I spent the fall mourning the ways I have overworked, ignored
my body, and been hyper-responsible for the support needs of others, I realized that I was
not in a place to do this. I was too burnt-out and scattered to play any role in convening
people and I was hearing a loud call inward. Shifting away from this vision was
disorienting and it was not until I started writing this report that I realized that a different
form of community building had taken place that did not look like what I thought it
would, but nevertheless felt supportive to those I worked with while deepening
interconnectedness in my network. Over the course of this project that has looked like
●

1:1s with colleagues about shame and failure - the ways that individuals feel like

they are never doing enough, cannot navigate the bureaucracy of the institution, and for
managers, never feel like they can mitigate harm for their staff. I had dozens of
conversations that sounded the same - folks blaming themselves for not being able to
navigate the system better, not blaming the system for being impossible.
●

Once I decided to leave my job, I spent two months connecting people with each

other - in an 800 person organization, there were so many people who had never met or
worked together that I have gotten to work with over a decade through the many roles
I’ve played. In each of these connecting conversations I named the ways I had seen this
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isolation and shame play out and the mutual struggles I had heard from folks. The
feedback I got from these connections was that those I connected felt more open to
trusting each other and felt less shame. I hope a more interconnected community emerges
from here and I am grateful to not be in the middle trying to control them.

Gratitude to this body.
To my bones for holding me steady.
To these toes who root me in the earth.
To my muscles, fascia, tendons for holding
What I didn’t have the tools to process.
To this brain, this nervous system for working so hard to keep me safe.
Thank you for teaching me to be human, to be humble,
To know that I am not a being alone.
Thank you for remembering.
I am sorry.
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